INTRODUCTION

This application note is designed to take the design engineer through the steps to configure and set up the Microchip I2C™ MCP794XX RTCC family. Topics covered include setting the time and date, enabling external battery backup, enabling the CLKOUT function and configuring the alarm.

The information presented in this document is designed to be an example of possible configurations. The code supplied can be modified to change device functionality.

This application note should be read in conjunction with both the “Recommended Usage of Microchip Serial RTCC Devices” (AN1365), and the device data sheet (DS22266). The latest documentation can be found on the microchip web site: http://www.microchip.com/rtcc

MCP794XX FAMILY

The MCP794XX family of devices are stand-alone Real-Time Clocks. They operate independently of the host MCU once configured. The basic features of the RTCC are:

• Time and Date Registers
• Two Programmable Alarms
• Clock Out Feature
• EEPROM Memory
• 64 Bytes of Battery-Backed SRAM
• Battery Backup Pin

The minimum configuration required to correctly use the RTCC is:

• Correct crystal and matching load capacitors
• VCC within data sheet specification
• Required pull-up resistors
• Host MCU with functioning I2C master code

The following will be covered in this document. The required registers will be covered along with sample code and flowcharts where appropriate:

• Basic Time Configuration – including starting the oscillator and enabling battery backup
• MFP configuration
• Alarm configuration

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

The schematic shown in Figure 1 shows the minimum components required to operate the RTCC. The device requires pull-up resistors for the I2C data lines (see AN1028, “Recommended Usage of Microchip I2C™ Serial EEPROM Devices” for more information). Additionally, the MFP pin is an open-drain configuration, so if this functionality is going to be used, an additional pull-up is required.

The schematic also shows the required components for battery backup operation using a lithium coin cell (for other options refer to AN1365, “Recommended Usage of Microchip Serial RTCC Devices”). If the VBAT input and battery backup feature is not required, this pin should be tied to GND.

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
PCB Layout Considerations

The PCB layout is especially important for this device. Extra care should be taken around the oscillator pins on the device and the crystal. Please refer to AN1365, “Recommended Usage of Microchip Serial RTCC Devices”.

The best way to get started with the MCP794XX is to use the RTCC PICtail™ Plus daughter board module (AC164140). The module implements all the hardware suggestions in this document.

Crystal Selection Considerations

For any low-power oscillator-based system, including the RTCC devices, the crystal selection is critical for correct operation. The crystal must be matched with the load capacitors (please refer to the product data sheet for suggested crystal and load capacitors).

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

The host MCU will need to communicate with the RTCC using the I²C protocol. This can either be done using the hardware module in the MCU or by bit-banging using discrete IO pins. Microchip provides application notes to support both hardware and software methods.

The code presented with this application note is designed to compile with the XC16 compiler for the following hardware:
• Explorer 16 Evaluation Board (DM240001)
• dsPIC33FJ256GP710A PIM Module (supplied with DM240001)
• RTCC I²C PICtail Plus Daughter Board (AC164140)

The code is presented in C and is portable with minimal effort to other PIC MCU devices. This code is designed to be a starting point for application development and is based around the I²C drivers in AN1079, “Using the C30 Compiler and the I²C™ Peripheral to Interface EEPROMs with the dsPIC33F”.

The application notes listed in Appendix B all support the same low-level commands, so the code can easily be ported to other PIC MCU platforms.

Basic Time Configuration

To enable the RTCC to count and maintain the time and date, the Time and Date registers must be loaded correctly and the oscillator started.

If the time and date is required to be maintained during the time when VCC is not available, the external VBAT pin can be supplied with a backup power source. To enable battery backup operation, an additional bit (VBATEN – VBAT Enable) needs to be set when loading the Time and Date registers.

The registers required for basic time configuration are shown in the memory map in the product data sheet. Please refer to the device data sheet (DS22266) for register definitions. All time and date is stored as Binary Coded Decimal (BCD), examples of BCD are shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decimal Digit</th>
<th>Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0x12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0x23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Functions to convert between BCD and HEX are provided in Appendix A.

It should be noted that the RTCC device does not perform any error checking on the values loaded into the registers. Care should be taken to ensure that the ranges detailed in the data sheet are respected.

Additional bits located in the time/date registers used as part of the time and date configuration are discussed below:

To load the Time and Date registers, the RTCC oscillator should be stopped or all the registers must be written before the rollover of the seconds counter (the oscillator is stopped by default after a Reset or power-up). The recommended practice is to load the Time and Date registers from 0x01 through 0x06 and then load the Seconds register 0x00 with the ST (oscillator Start bit set, enabling the oscillator).

This is outlined below in the sequence to set the following time and date:

11:45:23am 08/14/2012 Tuesday – 12-hour format

The example shows each register being written separately. An alternative is to use a software array and load addresses 0x01 through 0x06 in one I²C write sequence. This should be followed by writing the Seconds register 0x00. It should be noted that the RTCC does not assign a value to the day of the week, this can be set by the user. The RTCC will increment this counter at the midnight rollover.

1. Stop the oscillator.
2. Write 0x45 to the Minutes register [0x01].
3. Write 0x71 to the Hours register [0x02] (11 hours + 12-hour format).
4. Write 0x02 to the Day register [0x03] (Day register assignment is arbitrary, this register is just a counter). If enabling the external battery backup then the VBATEN bit must be set (VBATEN = 1).
5. Write 0x14 to the Date register [0x04].
6. Write 0x08 to the Month register [0x05].
7. Write 0x12 to the Year register [0x06].
With all the Time and Date registers loaded, the oscillator can be started by loading the Seconds register and setting the ST bit (ST = 1).
8. Write 0xA3 to the Seconds register [0x00] – 23 Seconds + ST bit set.
The code required to perform this function is shown below.

```c
void WriteRTCCTime(void)
{
IdleI2C(); //Ensure that I2C Module is Idle
StartI2C(); //Generate I2C Start Condition
WriteI2C(0xDE); //Control byte for RTCC
IdleI2C(); //Wait for I2C Module
WriteI2C(0x00); //Address for Minutes
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x45); //45 Minutes
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x11|12HOUR|AM); //11 Hours 12 Hour Format
IdleI2C();
//WriteI2C(0x02);//Tuesday
WriteI2C(0x02|VBATEN);//Tuesday + VBATEN set
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x14); //14th of the Month
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x08); //August
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x12); //2012
IdleI2C();
StopI2C(); //Generate Stop Condition
//Now write the seconds and Start the Oscillator
StartI2C(); //Generate I2C Start Condition
WriteI2C(0xDE); //Control byte for RTCC
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x00); //Address for Seconds Register
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x23|ST); //Load seconds + ST=1
IdleI2C();
StopI2C(); //Send Stop Bit
}
```

MFP Configuration
The RTCC features a multi-function pin (MFP) that supports the following functions:
- CLKOUT function (1Hz-32.768 kHz)
- Alarm function
- Open Drain output controlled by the OUT bit

It should be noted that the MFP pin is an open drain configuration that requires a pull-up resistor to operate correctly. Additionally, the MFP clockout is derived from the main oscillator, so the oscillator has to be running for this function to work (ST = 1).

CLKOUT Configuration
In this example, we will configure the MFP pin as a square wave output with a frequency of 1Hz. The sequence required to do this is below:

It is assumed that the oscillator is running.
1. Write 0x40 to the Control register [0x07] – SQWE=1 + RS2=0 + RS1=0 + RS0=0 + OUT=0

The code to perform this is shown below:

```c
void SetMFP_1Hz(void)
{
IdleI2C(); //Ensure that I2C Module is Idle
StartI2C(); //Generate I2C Start Condition
WriteI2C(0xDE); //Control byte for RTCC
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x07); //Address for Control Register
IdleI2C();
WriteI2C(0x40);
IdleI2C();
StopI2C(); //Generate Stop Condition
}
```

Alarm Configuration
The RTCC features two independent alarms. Both alarms can function independently of each other, however, it should be noted that the interrupt from the alarm modules is tied to the same MFP pin.

The example shown here shows the configuration of ALARM0. ALARM1 is identical and can be configured in the same manner.

In this example, the time is already loaded as shown in the basic configuration example:

```c
11:45:23am 08/14/2012 Tuesday – 12-hour format
```
The Alarm0 registers are loaded for this time + 2 Minutes.

```c
11:47:23am 08/14/2012 Tuesday – 12-hour format
```
The alarm configuration will be set with the following configuration:
- Alarm 0 Active
- Alarm 0 Polarity Low (MFP asserts low on alarm)
• Full Alarm match (Seconds, Minutes, Hour, Day, Date and Month) – all conditions must match for the alarm to be triggered.

The following steps show how the Alarm 0 is configured. Alarm 1 can be configured in the same manner.

1. Write 0x23 to the Alarm0 Seconds register [0x0A].
2. Write 0x47 to the Alarm0 Minutes register [0x0B].
3. Write 0x71 to the Alarm0 Hours register [0x0C] – 11 hours in 12-hour format.
4. Write 0x72 to the Alarm0 Day register [0x0D] – Tuesday + Alarm Polarity Low + Match on all. The Alarm0 Interrupt Flag is also cleared.
5. Write 0x14 to the Alarm0 Date register [0x0E].
6. Write 0x08 to the Alarm0 Month register [0x0F].

With all the Alarm0 registers set we can now activate the Alarm0 on the Control register.

7. Write 0x10 to the Control register [0x07] – Alarm0 enabled no CLKOUT, Alarm1 disabled.

Care should be taken to ensure that the ALMxIF (Alarm Interrupt Flag is cleared by the user software). The AlarmX Day register contains this bit. The register should be read before being modified and written. This will prevent changing the alarm configuration. Also, it is recommended that the alarm registers be loaded before the alarm is enabled.

The code required to configure the Alarm0 for this condition is shown below.

```c
void ConfigureAlarm0(void)
{
    IdleI2C(); //Ensure that I2C Module is Idle
    StartI2C(); //Generate I2C Start Condition
    WriteI2C(0xDE); //Control byte for RTCC
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x0A); //Address for Seconds Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x23); //23 Seconds Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x47); //47 Minutes Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x11 | 12HOUR | AM); //11 Hours -12 Hour Format
    Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x02 | MATCHALL); //Tuesday + Match on all Conditions Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x14); //14th of the Month Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x08); //August Alarm0
    IdleI2C();
    StopI2C(); //Generate Stop Condition
    //Now write the seconds and Start the Oscillator
    StartI2C(); //Generate I2C Start Condition
    WriteI2C(0xde); //Control byte for RTCC
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x07); //Address for Control Register
    IdleI2C();
    WriteI2C(0x10); //Alarm 0 enabled, No CLKOUT
    IdleI2C();
    StopI2C(); //Send Stop Bit
}
```

**CONCLUSION**

Following the steps in this application note, along with the included MPLAB® project, show the basic configuration of the Microchip I²C RTCC devices. By using available off-the-shelf development tools, any hardware issues will be mitigated allowing the engineer to concentrate on the firmware development. The code is presented in C and can easily be ported to other PIC MCU platforms.
APPENDIX A:
Functions to convert between Hexadecimal and BCD format. The code examples shown here are for reference, additional code is available on the Microchip web site: www.microchip.com.

```c
//This function converts a BCD to DEC
//Input: BCD Value
//Returns: Hex Value
char BcdToDec(char val)
{
    return ( (val/16*10) + (val%16) );
}

//This function converts HEX to BCD
//Input: Hex Value
//Returns: BCD Value
char DecToBcd(char val)
{
    return ( (val/10*16) + (val%10) );
}
```

APPENDIX B:
The following application notes support the low-level I2C commands used in this application note:

PIC10/12 – AN982, “Interfacing I2C™ Serial EEPROMs to PIC10 and PIC12 Devices” (DS00982) (ASM Bit Bang)

PIC16 – AN974, “Interfacing I2C™ Serial EEPROMs to PICmicro® Microcontroller’s” (DS00974) (ASM Bit Bang)

PIC16 – AN976, “Using the MSSP Module to Interface I2C™ EEPROMs with PIC16 Devices” (DS00976) (ASM Hardware Module)

PIC18 – AN979, “Interfacing I2C™ Serial EEPROMs to PIC18 Devices” (DS00979) (ASM Bit Bang)

PIC18 – AN989, “Using the MSSP Module to Interface I2C™ Serial EEPROMs with PIC18 Devices” (DS00989) (ASM Hardware Module)

PIC18 – AN997, “Using the C18 Compiler to Interface I2C™ Serial EEPROMs with PIC18 Devices” (DS00997) (C Bit Bang)

PIC18 – AN991, “Using the C18 Compiler and the MSSP to Interface I2C™ EEPROMs with PIC18 Devices” (DS00991) (C Hardware Module)

PIC24/dsPIC – AN1100, “Using the C30 Compiler to Interface Serial EEPROMs with dsPIC33” (DS01100) (C Bit Bang)

PIC24/dsPIC – AN1079, “Interfacing dsPIC33F with I2C™ Serial EEPROMs” (DS01079) (C Hardware Module)
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